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Abstract The topic of this paper is the presentation of a new network model designed 
for networks consisting of spatial objects. This model allows the development of more 
advance representations of systems of networked objects and the study of 
geographical phenomena propagated through networks. The capabilities of the model 
in simulation of geographical phenomena propagation are also studied and relevant 
algorithms are presented. As examples of use, modeling of water supply network and 
the simulation of traffic flow in road networks are presented. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Network models used in modern Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and 
spatially enabled Database Management Systems (DBMS) support networks that are 
mostly based on the arc-node model perception (Fischer 2003). A network is 
modelled as a set of nodes in space and a set of arcs that link the nodes indicatively 
we refer to (ESRI 2009), (Oracle 2003) and (Rodrigue et al., 2009). The link 
geometry may be omitted in implementations of logical networks (Oracle 2003), but 
in general network links represent entities of the real world denoted by linear features 
and the nodes denote the connection points among them. 
The network model presented in this paper has a different perspective. A network 
consists of a set of linked spatial objects regardless of their dimensions or the nature 
of their linkage. The links among the objects denote their physical, logical or 
functional linkage which defines their behavior. The model focuses on the study of 
the interaction of each pair of linked objects and this characterizes the proposed 
simulation methods of geographical phenomena propagation in the network.  
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The model combines the perception of a network consisting of multidimensional 
objects with a general framework for modeling the interaction among the network 
elements and the interaction among different networks. Also, the model is 
characterized by an object oriented approach in network design as well as an abstract 
design. By the abstract design of the model we avoid limitations and restrictions that 
may occur in case dependent network models. The model encourages object oriented 
implementations in which the entities of spatial objects and links may be implemented 
as associated object classes. 
The demand of a more accurate and advanced representation of the real world arises 
the need for mapping networks of multidimensional objects. This approach is suitable 
for modeling complicated systems like urban or regional infrastructures and physical 
systems; infrastructures of urban areas as well as physical systems may be modeled as 
sets of interacting networks. The advantage of modeling infrastructures and physical 
systems as networks of spatial objects is that we can map and study the behavior of 
their interacting features using the advantages of modern GIS and network analysis. 
The building of a network requires the definition of the kind of relationship the 
network features share and the way they interact. 
 
2.1 Paper structure 
 
In §2 we define the notion of the network of spatial objects and provide examples of 
use and implementation. We also provide models for the structure of the network, the 
interactions among the objects of the network and among different networks. 
Next, we discuss how we may compute and estimate the propagation of geographical 
phenomena in the network by modeling the structural effects of the objects and the 
use of network analysis algorithms. 
In §4 we discuss how we may use the model for the simulation of geographical 
phenomena propagation. Our approach considers probabilistic estimation of the 
propagation of a phenomenon among the objects of the network and we also present 
two simulation algorithms. 
In the last section we present examples of use. 
 
 
2. Network of spatial objects 
 
The network model has the restriction that objects that consist a network must be of 
the same topology. Networks of spatial objects may be implemented in object models 
that support multidimensional objects, for example the models presented and analyzed 
in (Zlatanova et al., 2004), (Gold, 2005) or (Rodis, 2011). 
 
Let us then define the notion of network of spatial objects. 
 
A set S of n-dimensional spatial objects, n  N, forms a network of spatial objects if 
and only if there is a relationship R, so that for every object A  S there is at least one 
object B  S – {A} and the relationship R(A, B) or the relationship R(B, A) is valid. 
 
The relationship R, that models the link among the objects of the network, can be 
logical, algebraic or spatial. A network of spatial objects can be modeled as a graph, 
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the vertices denote the spatial objects and the edges denote the links, these are the 
elements of the network. 
From the ontological point of view our model has certain advantages over the arc-
node model. Besides the fact that our model supports multidimensional features as 
network entities, it is also object oriented. The main entities of the model are the 
spatial objects and the relationships among the spatial objects which may be 
represented as two different object classes. The associations of the objects of two 
classes denote the structure of the network. The relationships are represented by the 
links among the spatial objects and define how the objects interact. 
By the arc-node model we usually represent how physical or logical entities denoted 
by linear features are connected to physical or logical entities denoted by points in 
space. This approach limits the representational capabilities of the model.  Regardless 
of the spatial or logical relationships that we care to study, when following the arc-
node model we have to use the same schema of representation for any network 
implementation.  
Τhe implementation of the network model we propose in a geodatabase may be static 
or dynamic. In the static implementation a class is added in the structure of the dataset 
which records all the links among the objects of the network. The class will be 
referred as network registry. The objects of network registry may have the same 
structure that appears in most implementations of the arc-node model (Fischer 2003) 
or the logical network (Oracle 2003). In network registry there is one object per 
directed link with a unique identification number and two fields that register the 
spatial objects that it connects. The field called <Link ID> contains the identification 
number of the link, the field called <FROM> denotes the object the flow is directed 
from and contains its the identification number. The field called <TO> denotes the 
object the flow is directed to and contains its identification number. Bidirectional 
links require two opposite directed links. If the relationship R is computable the 
registry can be algorithmically constructed, if not it has to be constructed manually. 
The links may also have a number of additional fields that may denote the properties 
of the link. 
The links or a subset of the links of the network may be represented by spatial objects 
that denote a spatial relationship among the network objects. In this case the dataset 
that contains the spatial objects of the links may be added in the network structure as a 
dataset associated with the network registry. When the link dataset is associated with 
a subset of network registry it indicates that not all network objects have links of the 
same nature, like in a telecommunication network that network nodes may be 
connected via wired and wireless links. 
In cases where the model is implemented in relational databases the object classes 
may represented by tables and their objects by the records in the tables. 
The basic UML class diagram for an object-oriented implementation of the model is 
next illustrated. 
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In the dynamic implementation the validation of the relationship R(A, B) will be 
computed each time it is necessary. The computation is based on general rules 
concerning the state or categorization of the objects or it is based on topological 
detection of relationship R in the dataset. 
The objects and the links are characterized by some properties that indicate their 
present state, categorization or behavior. The properties can be stored at the records of 
the attributes table for the objects and at the network registry for the links. We may 
consider the properties of each object or link as a parameter vector. The specifications 
of the parameter vector may vary, depending on the case. 
In the definition of the model there are no restrictions about the kind of objects that 
form a network or the kind of relationship that is defined among its objects. The 
advantage of this is that by determining different relationships among the objects of a 
dataset we may implement different networks and describe many aspect of the 
structure and functionality of the same dataset. 
 
 
Example of water supply network modeled as polygon feature network 
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Road network example modeled as line feature network 
 
 
 
2.1 Modeling network structure 
 
Networks with objects or links categorized in distinct categories can be modeled as 
networks of spatial objects with constraints and specifications on the way its objects 
are linked. The categorization denotes different specified behavior and linkage 
capabilities for the objects of each category. This special type of network describes 
the internal structure of the dataset following the rules that define the behavior of its 
objects. 
In (Rodis, 2011) there is a presentation of special types of networks consisting of 
linear features that are categorized based on their properties. This categorization 
defines the way the features are specified to be connected. The term “connection” 
refers to physical connection among the linear features of a network, which is a 
special case of the more general notion of linkage among objects in spatial objects 
network. Using the generalization of this notion we apply the specifications and 
definitions of these types of networks to networks of spatial objects. 
Let us then define the notion of network of hierarchically linked objects as a more 
general case of networks with hierarchically connected linear features, as presented in 
(Rodis, 2011).  
 
Given a directed network D with all its objects categorized in a finite number of k 
categories denoted by a parameter p and also given variable a, where k, a  N* and 
1 a k  . The smaller the parameter p is the higher hierarchical category it denotes.  
The objects linkage is determined by three rules. 
 
1. Every object Oi  D where pi < a must be part of a closed network. Object 
Oi must be linked at least with two distinct objects Of, Og  D where pi  
pf and pi  pg with links directed from Of to Oi and from Oi to Og. 
2. Objects Oi, Of  D where pi = min(p) and pf = max(p) must not be linked. 
3. Every object Oi  D where pi  a must be linked at least with one object Of 
 D where pi  pf. 
 
The notion of network of hierarchically linked objects is based on the sense of 
specifying the internal structure of a dataset with rules and constraints for each 
distinct object class or category. So the objects of each category must be prohibited, 
permitted or enforced to create linkage with other objects of certain categories within 
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the dataset. The hierarchy at the categories of the objects allows the more systematic 
study of the structure. 
The first rule concerns the necessity of some categories of objects to form closed 
networks, like highways in road networks or high capacity channels in 
telecommunications. Objects under this rule ensure the existence of a circular path of 
objects of the same or higher category, since all objects under this rule are linked with 
at least two different objects of the same or higher category they are part of a closed 
network. This structure results the propagation of geographical phenomena without 
interruption in the whole circular path. The prohibition in linkage of certain object 
categories results the second rule and the obligation in linkage the third rule. 
Let us now extend the representational capabilities of a network of hierarchically 
linked objects by specifying similar rules for the types of links that may be associated 
with a network object. This extension is useful in modeling networks with categorized 
links. 
 
Given a directed network D with all its links categorized in a finite number of c 
categories denoted by a parameter l, also given variable a, where c, a  N* and 
1 a c  . The smaller the parameter l is the higher hierarchical category it denotes. 
The objects linkage is determined by three rules. 
 
1. Objects Oi and Of linked with link Lq, from Oi to Of where lq < a, must be 
associated with links Li to Oi and Lf from Of where li  lq and lf  lq. 
2. Links Li, Lf  D where li = min(l) and lf = max(l) must not be associated with 
the same object. 
3. Objects Oi and Of linked with link Lq, where lq  a, must be associated with 
corresponding link Li where li  lq or Lf where lf  lq. 
 
The first rule is applied in categories of links when they must form circular paths. The 
second rule refers to the prohibition of an object using links of certain categories 
simultaneously. The third rule allows objects to be sources or terminals of network 
flow. 
 
2.2 Object interaction functions 
 
Any possible interaction between two linked objects in a network is computed using a 
set of object interaction functions. These functions define the conditions under which 
the interaction takes place and compute the effect of the interaction at the state of the 
objects and the link. The parameter vectors denote the state of each network element. 
The variation of the parameters denotes the change at the state of the elements as a 
result of the interaction. 
The object interaction functions can be algorithmic, logical or algebraic. They accept 
as input the parameter vectors of two linked objects and their link, compute the 
interaction and the outputs are the modified parameter vectors. 
Given two linked objects A, B, their link E and the set of object interaction functions 
{ , , }S f e l . The initial parameter vectors are VA, VB, VE and the new parameter 
vectors (after the computation of the interaction) are VA’, VB’, VE’. An indicative 
schema of the interaction procedure of A to B is the following. 
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A B E B
A B E A
A B E
f V V V V
e V V V V
l V V V



 
 
On the same way we may compute the interaction of B to A, if E is a bidirectional 
link. 
Using the set of interaction functions we compute the variations at the parameters of 
the network elements and these are the factors that define the behavior of the network. 
An example of object interaction is the traffic flow between two consecutive road 
segments mapped as linear objects in a road network. The traffic volume denoted in 
each segment by a quantitative parameter v is altered when volume moves between 
the segments. When traffic volume moves to an object, the parameter v of the object 
that is transferred to is increased and at the same time the parameter v of the object 
that it is transferred from is decreased. The traffic flow is modeled by a set of 
interaction functions that compute the effect of the vehicle movement between the 
network objects. The links that denote the physical connection of the segments 
determine the transportation capabilities of the roads. 
 
 
2.3 Networks interaction 
 
The interaction between two networks can be defined as the effect of the behavior of 
one network to the behavior of any other functionally or spatially related network. 
The interaction effect is determined by the network interaction functions which may 
be logical, algebraic or algorithmic functions and compute the variation of the 
parameter vectors of the network elements that are affected by the behavior of any 
other related network. The detection of the relationship between the two networks 
may be static or dynamic. In static detection certain elements of one network are 
related with certain elements of the other network while in dynamic detection the 
related elements are located using topological criteria that determine the range of the 
effect of the network interaction function. 
Given two networks N and D and two related objects A  N and B  D, the network 
interaction functions f, g compute the parameter vectors VA’,VB’. 
 
( , ) '
( , ) '
A B B
A B A
f V V V
g V V V


 
 
Given two networks N and D and two related object links E  N and L  D, the 
network interaction functions k, m compute the parameter vectors VE’,VL’. 
 
( , ) '
( , ) '
E L L
E L E
k V V V
m V V V


 
 
A simple example of networks interaction is when a city water supply network floods 
and the traffic in the nearby road network is affected by the flood which results traffic 
jam. The affected objects of the road network are located by estimating the range of 
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the flood. The parameters that denote the transportation capabilities of the roads are 
altered according to the network interaction functions. 
A logical network consisting of objects of heterogeneous topology may be mapped as 
a set of interacting networks; each network consists of objects of the same topology. 
 
 
3. Phenomena propagation 
 
Any geographical phenomenon that occurs in a network object results the variation of 
one or more parameters of the object that denotes the phenomenon. This is the 
immediate effect of the phenomenon in the object. The object interaction functions 
determine whether and how the effect will influence the objects linked to the affected 
object. When we give as input to the interaction functions of the linked objects the 
altered parameters, their output may result a variation of the parameters of the linked 
objects and a new possible variation at the parameters of the initially affected object. 
The variation at the parameters of the linked objects denotes the propagation of the 
phenomenon to the linked objects. This process continuous sequentially with the 
computation of the effect to any other linked object at a time, until the phenomenon 
ceases or the effect to all the elements of the network is computed. The effect of the 
phenomenon has then been computed along all the possible paths in the network; the 
paths start from the initially affected object and end where the phenomenon ceases. 
In most network implementations there is the frequent appearance of two schemas. 
 
Bifurcation 
 
The propagation of phenomena in bifurcations, when denoted by quantitative 
parameters arises the issue of the way the phenomenon is split into more than one 
resulting objects. On the same sense how phenomena are transferred to one object 
from more than one originated objects. The next two directives determine a way of 
regulating this issue. 
 
1. Given object A with parameter vector VA linked to N > 1 objects and quantitative 
parameter pA  VA which denotes a geographical phenomenon that occurs in A. The 
parameter 'i i ip p p   , which denotes the amount of p propagated to object Ni, is 
computed based on the splitting factor 1 0iq   stored in the parameter vector of link 
ei from A to Ni, so that i A ip p q    and 
1
1
N
i
i
q

 . 
 
2. Given N > 1 objects linked to object A with parameter vector VA, the quantitative 
parameter pA  VA which denotes a geographical phenomenon in A and the parameter 
pi of each object Ni that denotes the same geographical phenomenon that occurs in Ni. 
The amount of pi that each object propagates to A is calculated as 'i i ip p p   , if pA 
has limited capacity and  
1
max
N
i A
i
p p

 , the computation of pi is based on the 
receiving factor 1 0ir   stored in the parameter vector of link ei from Ni  to A, so 
that  maxi A ip p r    and 
1
1
N
i
i
r

 . 
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Circular paths 
 
Parts of the network that form circles might cause feedback and in cases where this is 
not desired it must be controlled by constraints set at the object interaction functions. 
A constraint can be applied in each object determining the maximum number of 
interactions allowed in a single propagation process. 
 
 
3.1 Structural effects of phenomena propagation 
 
The variation of the parameter vectors of the network elements can also have 
structural effects on the network. This can occur in networks of hierarchically linked 
objects where the variation at the parameter pi of any object Oi effects the structure of 
the network, as defined in §2.1, causing invalid linkage among objects. The effect can 
be mapped on the network by detecting the objects with invalid links, using the 
following algorithms. 
 
Objects with invalid links detection algorithm 
 
Input: directed network dataset D, integer variable a. 
 
For every object Oi  D search network registry for links and examine the following 
cases. 
 
(First rule error detection) 
If pi < a then for object Oi if there is not a link to any object Of where pi  pf 
and a link from any object Og to Oi where pg  pi, output Oi as error. 
 
(Second rule error detection) 
If pi = max(p) and there is a link to any object Of, where pf = min(p) or 
if pi = min(p) and there is a link to any object Of, where pf = max(p), 
output Oi as error. 
 
(Third rule error detection) 
If pi  a then for object Oi if there is not a link to object Of where pi  pf 
or a link from any object Og to Oi where pg  pi, output Oi as error. 
  
Output: dataset of objects with errors. 
 
This algorithm computes the structural effects of phenomena propagation. Effects of 
this kind change the behavior of the network which results different conclusions in 
network analysis. This process is useful in urban planning since it can compute the 
undesired effects of interventions in infrastructure networks. 
 
3.2 Network analysis algorithms 
 
The computation of the phenomenon propagation can be considered as the navigation 
of the phenomenon effects in the network. For this reason techniques and algorithms 
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of network analysis and routing can be used for the estimation of the path that the 
propagation of a phenomenon will follow. These techniques are also useful for the 
estimation of the improvements that can be done in the implementation of a network 
so as to minimize (or maximize if desired) the effects of the propagation.  
 
 Shortest path algorithms Dijkstra (Dijkstra, 1959), Bellman-Ford (Bellman, 
1958) or Floyd-Warshall (Floyd, 1962) algorithm can be used for the 
computation of the shortest path that connects two objects of the network. 
Assuming that a phenomenon occurs in one of them, by computing the 
shortest path between the objects the time that will take to the propagation 
process to reach the second object can be estimated. 
 Graph connectivity algorithms such as Breadth-First Search or Depth-First 
Search can locate the parts of the network that the phenomenon can be 
propagated and the parts of the network that are inaccessible by the 
phenomenon propagation. 
 Network flow algorithms like Ford-Fulkerson compute network paths that can 
be used for the most efficient transition of a quantitative variable between two 
given network objects. This can be very useful in network designing process, 
so as to maximize the desired propagation of a phenomenon planned to occur 
in the network. An analytical presentation of the algorithm can be found at 
(Wilf, 1986). 
 Point-no flow algorithm (Rodis, 2011) computes the nodes of a network where 
the flow stops. This algorithm, adjusted for networks of spatial objects, locates 
the network objects where the phenomena propagation ceases. These objects 
act as a barrier in the propagation process. The principal in the implementation 
of the algorithm is the location of objects where the network flow is only 
directed to them or only directed from them, so any phenomenon cannot 
propagate through them any farther 
 
 
Point no flow algorithm (networks of spatial objects version) 
 
Input: directed network dataset D, network registry of D. 
 
For every object Oi in the FROM field of network registry of D, 
if Oi is not in TO field, output Oi as error. 
 
For every object Oi in the TO field of network registry of D, 
if Oi is not in FROM field, output Oi as error. 
 
Output: dataset of objects with errors. 
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Example of point no flow algorithm output. 
 
 
 
 
4. Simulation of phenomena propagation 
 
The most valuable application of the model presented is the simulation of 
geographical phenomena. Simulation processes can provide valuable information in 
the study of physical systems modeled as networks or the potential use of existing 
infrastructure boosting decision making, revealing possible advantages and 
disadvantages of infrastructure under construction, providing a powerful tool in 
planning process. 
Modern approaches of geosimulation processes are usually based on agent based 
models which may also be implemented in networks of spatial objects. The navigation 
of independent agents in the network can simulate the propagation of certain 
phenomena. The interaction functions define if an agent can move from one object to 
any other linked and if this alters any parameters of the networks elements. 
Simulation processes presented in this paper regard phenomena denoted by 
quantitative variables in the parameter vectors of the objects. The propagation is 
simulated as the sequential variation of these variables along the network. 
Simulation processes require the introduction of a time factor, since all the 
phenomena take place in space and time as well. The proposed approach for this 
introduction is to define a time step, based on which the simulation will take place. A 
finite sequence of time-steps and an iterative algorithm that simulates the behavior of 
the network elements at each time step. The interaction functions compute the 
possible variations of the parameters of the network elements that occur within one 
time step at each time they are executed. The network in the beginning is in some 
initial state then a variation occurs at the parameter vectors of one or more objects. 
For each time step that follows the interactions among objects and networks are 
computed and the parameter vectors are updated. 
 
4.1 Probabilistic factors  
 
The simulation of the network flow in bifurcations, cross roads etc. is based on the 
splitting factor q and receiving factor r presented at §3. These factors, in the link 
parameter vectors, define the amount of network flow allowed to be propagated to or 
from a network object. The factors q and r may also denote probabilistic variables in 
Algorithm output 
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each network link that express the probability of the network flow to move through 
the link.  
Given an object O the indegree i = deg
-
(O), the number of incoming links, and the 
outdegree u = deg
+
(O), the number of outgoing links. Also the capacity c of O and the 
volume of the network flow t currently in O, all denoted as integer variables. 
In cases where  c < i or  t < u it is possible that links with small q and r factors will not 
get any volume at all during simulation process. This not realistic since links with 
small q and r factors must have as small volume as the factors denote, but not zero. 
The solutions proposed are two procedures that are executed for each link at each time 
step and control the potential propagation of the flow volume from object Oa and the 
finally receipt volume from object Ob based on randomly generated numbers. They 
accept as input the capacities ca, cb and the current volumes ta, tb of the objects Oa and 
Ob that interact during the time step. Also the probabilistic factors q and r denote the 
probability of propagating flow volume from Oa to Ob.  
Random numbers n1 and n2 are generated and compared with the probabilistic factors.  
If n1  q one unit of volume can be propagated from object Oa. This routine is iterated 
for ta times so all the units of the flow volume are decided for propagation from Oa.  
If n2  r one unit of volume is received in object Ob. This  routine is also iterated for 
cb times in order to decide all the available units of volume for acceptance at the 
object Ob. 
 
Probabilistic propagation procedure 
 
Input: int ca, cb, ta, tb, float q 
 
int volume = 0; 
int i = ta; 
int k = tb; 
 
while(i > 0 and ca > 0 and k < cb) // iteration for ta times 
{ 
generate random float number n1; 
if (n1  q){  
volume ++;  
k ++; 
} 
i--; 
} 
 
Output: int volume    // traffic volume for propagation 
 
The flow volume potential to be propagated through the link of object Oa to Ob after 
one execution of the procedure is 'b b bt t t   . The method of using random numbers 
in this procedure is programmatically correct. The total flow volume that can be 
propagated from object Oa through the link during a simulation process and after a 
good number of i iterations of the procedure will be 
0
k i
k av
k
t i t q


    , where tav is 
the average flow volume of object Oa throughout the process. This is equal to the 
desired volume propagation, as defined at §3. 
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To proof this claim let us consider a fair random number generator which produces a 
random decimal number n, where 0  n  1. The generator is fair so each number 
within the range of output has equal probability of being outputted. 
Given a decimal number q where 0  q  1, the probability pq of n  q is pq = q. So the 
probabilistic propagation procedure has probability q of propagating one traffic unit at 
each iteration and after ta iterations of the while loop propagates at q units. 
For i iterations of the whole procedure with average number of tav units in object Oa 
the volume capable for propagation is avi t q  . 
 
The Probabilistic receiving procedure functions with a similar way. 
 
Probabilistic receiving procedure 
 
Input: int cb, ta, tb, volume, float r 
 
int d = cb; 
 
while(d > 0 and volume > 0 and tb < cb)  // iteration for cb times 
{ 
generate random float number n2; 
if (n2  r) 
{ 
volume --;  
ta --;  
tb ++; 
} 
d--;   } 
 
Output: int ta’, tb’    // new values of volume 
 
 
On the same way it is easily proved that the traffic volume received by the object Ob 
at the end of the process is 
0 0
( ' )
k i k i
k b b k b
k k
t t t i c r
 
 
       . This is the capacity of Ob 
multiplied by the receiving factor r of the link of object Oa to Ob, as defined at §3.  
The computational complexity of a simulation process that uses the probabilistic 
propagation procedure is proportional to the average degree of the dataset objects. 
This is because the procedure is executed for each link of each object in the dataset 
and this may result a computationally hard process, so special care is necessary on the 
estimation of the cost of the simulation. 
 
4.2 Simulation algorithms 
 
Let us present abstractly two simulation algorithms. The first algorithm at each time 
step computes the interactions in the whole network. The second algorithm computes 
in each time step the propagation of the phenomenon from the previously affected 
objects to any other linked object. 
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Simulation algorithm 1 
 
Input : Network (initial state), Related networks 
 
for each time step{ 
compute networks interaction; 
for each link L of objects Oj, Ok  
compute interaction (Oj, Ok); 
store new parameter vectors of all object; 
} 
 
Output : Network (updated state) 
 
Simulation algorithm 2 
 
Input : Network (initial state) , Related networks 
 
create set S of initially affected objects by a phenomenon; 
for each time step{ 
compute networks interaction; 
for each object Oj  S{ 
locate objects Oj linked to Ok 
compute interactions (Oj, Ok); 
store new parameter vectors of Oi, Ok  
} 
update S with previously affected objects 
} 
 
Output : Network (updated state) 
 
 
5. Examples of use - Conclusion 
 
Let us present two simple examples of use of the models and simulation procedures 
presented. The examples regard implementations of the model in urban 
infrastructures. 
 
5.1 Modeling of water supply network 
 
A water supply network consists of a set of water collection and storage facilities 
connected with distribution pipes; it starts from the water sources and is terminated at 
the final consumers. The water collection and storage facilities, natural or manmade, 
may be mapped in a dataset of 2 or 3-dimensional features. The 3-dimensional 
representation provides more accuracy in the description of functionality of the 
network, since the volume of each feature equals the maximum water capacity of each 
facility. 
The dataset forms a network of spatial objects since each object is connected with 
another one via a linear feature denoting a pipe; this is the relationship modeled by the 
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network links. In 2-dimensional implementations the spatial relationship expressed by 
the 9-Intersection model (Egenhofer at.al., 1993) of a polygon feature Pi and a linear 
link Lj is  
 9
0 0 1
, 0 1 1
1 1 1
i jI P L
 
 
  
 

 
 
Given two linked network objects P1, P2 and their link L1 the computable relationship 
R of the linked objects is  
   9 91 2 1 1 2 1( , ) , ,R P P I P L I P L   
 
The network properties are stored at the parameter vectors of the network elements 
and water transfer may be computed with object interaction functions. 
It is easy to see that the volume of the network objects varies according to their 
functionality. Also the water transportation capability of each pipe depends on the 
volume of the facilities that it connects, so large volume facilities need large pipes and 
small facilities need small pipes. In cases where the network connections are 
hierarchical the network may be modeled as a network of hierarchically linked 
objects.  
The second and the third rule as defined in §2.1 may be used in the network 
specifications. The second rule defines invalid connections, for instance large capacity 
pipes should not be connected directly to houses. The third rule defines the hierarchy 
in the connections, since every object or link must be connected to objects or links of 
equal or higher capacity so as to ensure regular water flow. 
 
 
5.2 Traffic flow simulation in road network 
 
An application of the simulation algorithms in transportation is the traffic flow 
simulation in road networks. Traffic flow may be considered as the propagation of the 
traffic volume along the network. The network of spatial objects consists of the linear 
features that represent the road segments denoted as the nodes of the network and the 
links that denote the intersections among them. This is the main difference from most 
implementations based on the arc-node model where the nodes of the network denote 
the intersection points and the links among them denote the road segments; a detailed 
description may be found in chapter 2 of (Rodrigue et al., 2009). 
The relationship R that links the network objects for any linked features Lj and Lk of 
the network is  
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The relationship is computable, so the network registry may be constructed 
algorithmically. The parameter vectors in a static implementation of the network 
include  
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Object Oi: <Road ID, Traffic Flow Direction, Length, Lanes, Practical Capacity, 
Current Mean Speed, Current Volume> 
 
Link Ei: <Link ID, FROM Road, TO Road, Factor q, Factor r > 
 
Current Mean Speed s at each lane of each road segment may be estimated using the 
widely used standard BPR curve model (Dowling, 1997). 
Practical capacity is the maximum number of vehicles that a road segment can serve.  
Current Volume is the number of vehicles that a road segment carries at one specific 
moment. For the needs of the simulation process this moment is the end of a time 
step. 
The q and r factors in the link parameter vectors denote the probability of current 
traffic volume in an object moving through the link. 
The methodology of the simulation is based on the notion that the traffic volume may 
be considered, at each moment, uniformly distributed along a road segment without 
loss of generality and with acceptable loss of precision. In the simulation process we 
exclude the appearance of complicated phenomena like jamitons etc. 
Based on these, the time step of the simulation can be set equal to the time a vehicle 
needs to cross the largest road segment with the maximum achievable speed, also 
called free flow speed. A smaller time step would result that a vehicle would not be 
able to cross the segment during simulation. If the time step is large the vehicles need 
only a part of it to exit the segments and the rest is spent with no activity. 
The uniform distribution of the vehicles ensures that if a road segment carries a large 
number of vehicles this would result a reduction in current mean speed according to 
(Dowling, 1997). The vehicles closer to the endpoint of the segment would need less 
time than the time step to exit the road, so the algorithm would still be functional. 
Considering the current mean speed and the number of vehicles we may calculate the 
time a vehicle needs to cross and exit the road segment. 
It easy to see that in order to make the simulation more accurate the network should 
consist of small road segments, on this way traffic volume is more accurately mapped 
on the network. 
The vehicle closer to the road endpoint needs tv time to exit the segment, the next 
vehicle needs tv time more. During a time step ts the number of vehicles nS that can be 
propagated through a link is SS
v
t
n Lanes
t
  . The potential outgoing volume vo is 
,
,
o s o
o
s s o
v n v
v
n n v

 

 
 
The potential incoming traffic volume vi that a road segment can accept at one 
moment considering practical capacity c and current volume v is ( )iv c v Lanes   . 
The volume propagation is a phenomenon concurrent in the whole network, 
simulation processes should use simulation algorithm 1. At first, for each time step the 
networks interaction functions are computed and then follow the object interactions. 
Infrastructure networks that interact with the studied road network affect the incoming 
and outgoing traffic volume of the network or the transportation ability of the road 
segments. 
Traffic volume interaction occurs when network interaction functions vary the 
Current Volume parameter of the network entrance or exit objects. This occurs when 
they are related with traffic entrance or exit objects of other networks. These 
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variations are the addition of traffic volume at the entrance objects and the abstraction 
of traffic volume from the exit objects. 
The transportation ability of the network objects is affected when object parameters 
Lanes, Practical Capacity, Free Flow Speed or link parameters like factors q and r are 
altered. The variation of these parameters depends on the nature of the geographical 
phenomenon that causes them and cannot be formalized suitably for all cases. 
In object interaction functions the volume propagation of each object is computed as 
the addition to the Current Volume of the incoming traffic and the abstraction from 
the Current Volume of the outgoing traffic, considering factors q and r. In order to use 
factor r the simulation process has to locate the objects where the total of the 
incoming traffic is larger than the capacity of the object, as described in §3, for this a 
special procedure is required. 
There are two proposed methodologies for simulating the traffic flow. If the road 
network includes small and low traffic road segments as described in §4.1 it is 
recommended to use the probabilistic propagation procedures. They must be executed 
for each link of the network at each time step. The input of the procedures is modified 
as ta = vo and cb = vo. 
In case where the road network consists of high traffic roads with relatively big road 
segments we can build an algorithm that calculates the traffic volume with simple 
algebraic equations. The algorithm that follows implements a general form of the 
simulation process, suitable for both cases. 
 
Road traffic simulation algorithm 
 
Input : Network (initial state), Related networks 
 
for each time step{ 
// networks interaction 
locate related objects of different networks; 
compute interaction of parameters Lanes, Practical Capacity, Free Flow 
Speed; 
 
// procedure that marks the links where the r factor needs consideration 
for each object Ox create a set S of objects linked to Ox;{ 
int sum = 0; 
for each object Oy  S { 
compute vo = outgoing volume of Oy; 
   sum = sum + vo; 
} 
if (sum > Ox <Capacity>) 
mark link Oy to Oy; 
} 
 
for each pair of linked objects Ox, Oy, where Oy  S{ 
// object interaction functions 
 
 compute vo = outgoing volume of Ox; 
vo = voq;   // compute vo considering q factor, it can be replaced by  
// the probabilistic propagation procedure 
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 compute vi  = incoming volume of Oy; 
 if (link Oy to Oy is marked) { 
vi = vi r; 
}  // compute vi considering r factor, it can be replaced by  
// the probabilistic receiving procedure 
 
if(vo < vi){ 
Oy <Current Volume> = Oy <Current Volume> + vo; 
Ox <Current Volume> = Ox <Current Volume> - vo; 
} 
else { 
Oy <Current Volume> = Oy <Current Volume> + vi; 
Ox <Current Volume> = Ox <Current Volume> - vi; 
} 
} 
} 
 
Output : Network (updated state) 
 
 
5.3 Conclusion 
 
We presented a network model for networks consisting of multidimensional spatial 
objects. The design of the model supports object oriented implementations and 
proposes a framework for computing the interactions among the objects of a network 
as well as the interactions among related networks. The interactions may be used for 
the modeling of the propagation of geographical phenomena in a network and based 
on this we discussed methods simulating the phenomena propagation using the 
notions and methods of the model. 
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